


How can you help your daughter?

Plan ahead

Be 
organised

Stay Calm

Eat 
Healthily

Keep 
Hydrated

Lead an 
active life

Good Sleep Habits



Set Goals
Speak to your daughter 

about WHAT and WHY they 
want to achieve.

Encourage your daughter to 
display goals planner 
somewhere visible.

.

Help focus them and talk to 
them regularly about their 

goals.

Give Positive reinforcement



Keep Active
¢ Encourage your daughter to keep active on a daily basis

3 x 20min 
exercise 

sessions a day

Plan to get 
active at the 

weekend

Go for a walk 
together and get 

fresh air

Activity 
improves brain 

function so 
encourage 

revision 
afterwards!



Healthy Eating

Hydration is key to brain 
functioning – ensure your 
daughter carries a bottle 

of water

Encourage them to eat 
breakfast every day

Avoid high sugar or fatty 
food and drinks – aim to 

eat clean, fresh and 
healthy foods.

Eating the right food and drink can 
energise your system, improve 
alertness and sustain your child 

through the long exams.



Time Out
¢ If you know your daughter has been working hard encourage 

them to take some time out, away from revision, each week.

Go out for food

Meet up with 
friends

Go to the cinema

Read a book Doing a hobby

Go shopping

Listen to music



Sleep Patterns
Young people 

need 8 -9 hours 
sleep each night

Help to create a 
relaxing evening 

routine

Make sure they 
don’t eat too late at 

night

Avoid sugary or 
caffeine drinks before 

bed.

Make sure they 
don’t revise too 

late at night.Encourage them to 
switch off technology/ 

come off social media at 
least an hour before 

bed.



Unplugging

Help them to switch off 
technology 1 hour 

before going to sleep.

Make sure their phone 
is out of the way, on 
silent, when they are 

revising.

Help them to have 
control and not be 
obsessed with their 

phone.

Choose a time each 
day/week to switch off 

and unplug from 
technology with them.



Staying Cool and Calm
Set a good 
example by 
staying calm 

yourself.

Create a 
relaxing 

environment
Plan coping 
strategies to 

deal with stress

Give them 
positive 

distractions 
away from 
studying

Promote a 
balance 
between 

studies and 
other activities.

Help them to 
focus on 

controlling the 
controllables.



Belief
Give positive 

reinforcement.

Boost their 
confidence daily.

Give them belief in 
themselves to help 

them achieve.

Show them how 
proud you are.

Celebrate any 
successes and 
reward them



Be Supportive

Be a good listener.

Just be there for them!.

Offer caring 
advice.

Help them to deal 
with their 

emotions and 
feelings.

Show 
understanding of 

what they are 
going through.

Encourage them 
to take breaks 

inbetween
revision

Be approachable



What should revision look like?

Flash Cards Mind Maps

Google 
Classroom

Past Paper 
Questions

Online Apps/ 
Websites





Don’t Break the Chain



Night Before an Exam










